
Art smarts
CREATIVE SEED 1

MEMORY INNOVATIONS CENTRE

TOPIC: WHAT’S IN A SHAPE?

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

READY

SOME POINTS TO PONDER

ART RULES

It’s really time to let yourself go and have some fun with
A CIRCLE.

In Art Therapy there is no right or wrong in your art, but only 
the choices you make and at what level you engage with this 
creative directive. You might have fun. You might get bored. 
You might want to do it more than once. The result will always 
be different. The choice is always yours.

1. A telephone and/or a computer/tablet. 
2. Paper at least A4 size or a canvas. If you have the time and 

the art materials, you may want to work bigger.
3. Any art materials you might have with you. You might want 

to collage with paper and glue and scissors. A pencil will be 
a good start.

4. Make yourself comfortable.

1. With your pencil, anywhere on the page, draw a circle.
2. Right now you are probably asking how big, how wide, where must I draw it on the page. 

Must it be perfect? This decision is entirely up to you. The choice is always yours.
3. Now imagine that circle as part of a bigger picture. What will that look like?
4. Complete your picture using whatever art materials you feel like using.
5. Set aside at least 1 hour to explore this exercise.
6. Take note of approximately how long this creative task takes.
7. Once you have completed your artwork, please send Romny a photo via email or SMS so 

that it can be discussed during your video or call session, including your process and 
insights.

1. Place your image about a metre away from you where you can see it clearly.
2. What can you see? Do you see something different? Surprising?
3. How does the picture make you feel? Are you reminded of anything else?
4. If you had to give this image a title, what would you call it?
5. How was the the creative process? Did you concentrate? Did it distract you?

A Are you ready?

R Don’t overthink it 

T  Have fun!




